Alleged Proposal To Marion Hutton Revealed

J. Franklin Tyrol III is involved in the greatest scandal ever known at the Institute. Tyrol, reporter on a student publication, has proposed to glamorous Marion Hutton, songstress for Glenn Miller's Band—and she has accepted!!!

It happened this way. Tyrol was attending a dance in a local dancehall with his sweetheart, Margie Tart of burlesque fame. Glenn Miller's band was performing, and every time Miss Hutton sang a number, Tyrol had to be forcibly restrained. At the end of the evening, he weaved his way to a telegraph office, and sent the following tender message to Marion: "Darling—stop—my life ish empty wishout you—stop. Will you consent to be my shpouse—don't stop." He enclosed a wirephoto of Clark Gable. Marion, sweep off her size 12's, immediately replied, via the wireless, "You said it, sonny!" The wedding is to be held as soon as Marion's old marriage ties are Renovated.

As soon as Margie heard the sad news, she consumed 4.8 grams of arsenic, and passed from this world, moaning, "Oh my dear Johnnie... hic, Oh Johnnie... Oh... hic!"

Four of Tyrol's cohorts, Hairy Hottinger, Sr., Stewbum Roe, R. Robust Poorman, and I. Needa Moll, are to serve as his best men. This is the first time any one of them has been the best man in any gathering he has attended. Needless to say they will be best men in name only. They will help the blushing bridegroom locate his collar buttons, ... or his green spats, ... or they will carry off the bride, ... or carry in the groom, ... or, hic, carry almost anything including distilled spirits, except in bottles.

Institute Fence

The Massachusetts Institute Technology has asked The Tech to announce that the new structure of the Institute is a new beastly fence, now beautifying the front of the Institute. This fence has been constructed of the highest grade and concrete and reinforced with an intricate pattern of heavy impenetrable wire.

Without letting out any secrets we can say that the fence is constantly charged with the highest possible tension, and is equipped with extremely dangerous poison charges on the barbed wire over the top of said construction. In addition to an extremely complicated system of electric charges which have been incorporated, so that the slightest pressure on the fence sets off a sealed battery of .50 caliber machine guns so placed as to cover the entire length of the fence with murderous fire.

The reason given for the construction of such a fence is simple. The students must be taught to stay off the grass.